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reviews Paul L (ru) wrote: No this isn't a film, it is a collection of vignettes, all
released by different people. There is no overall plan. Your average amateur film, to
say the least. If you have to watch a "Slumdog Millionaire" for your goals, this isn't it.
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However, for those not looking for a good film, this is the one for you. It's worth a
look. Julie M (ro) wrote: Another epic romance set on the prairies. Cool. Love the
costumes but way too much eye liner. I think I got it now. Butch W (de) wrote: Let's
not forget the fact that the movie is animated. Some of the characters' expressions
are human. The animation itself is fantastic. I mean no one ever claimed that there
was a new standard for animation. This is the best I've seen. Steve W (au) wrote: The
plot is too big and the characters too small. I got caught up in the plot and never
liked the movie because it lacked romance. Matthew H (hu) wrote: The story is good
and the entire movie is weird and interesting at the same time. Some of the best
acting I've seen was in this movie and I recommend everyone who likes experimental
crap to watch it. Jim K (jp) wrote: A very talented individual. Had I watched the film
first I would have made this an amazing experience. This is one of the best films of
it's genre. Jewel J (jp) wrote: Take whatever you want out of this movie. Enjoy the
cinematography, the performances, the soundtrack, the set design, the colors, the
creativity, the story. I can't take a single thing away from this movie. It is the most
magnificent film I have ever seen. Jim K (jp) wrote: Hot on the heels of the last movie
reviewed come more superb examples of Japanese feature film. You don't need to
understand Japanese to get this movie because it does a fantastic job of making you
want to understand Japanese. Jade S (ru)
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